Colour is a very effective triggering tool. Colour is a factor of our existence.

LE CORBUSIER
ARCHITECTURAL POLYCHROMIE
– THE ARCHITECTURAL COLOURS

Le Corbusier’s Polychromie Architecturale is a masterwork:

- A conclusive colour system with 63 fascinating architectural colours.
- All colours are naturally harmonious.
- Each colour can be impressively combined with each other colour.
- All colours are eminently architectural and possess highest qualification regarding colour signification and colour richness.
- Each colour group and each shade have their relevance and embody specific spacial and human effects.
- A unique and compact tool for skilled, impressive and convincing colour concepts or for colour design, in which nothing should be done wrong.
The original Le Corbusier colours are produced in a range of design products by our certified Les Couleurs® Le Corbusier manufacturers on an unequivocal level of quality.
HARMONIOUS ARCHITECTURAL COLOUR DESIGN

BUILDING ENVELOPE

FURNITURE

WINDOWS, DOORS & FACADES

MODULAR SYSTEM FURNITURE

ICONIC FURNITURE

OUTDOOR FURNITURE

DESIGN KITCHENS

DESIGNER CHAIR
LES COULEURS® LE CORBUSIER
WALL PAINT & LACQUER BY KABE FARBNEN
(SWITZERLAND ONLY)
INTERIOR DESIGN
LES COULEURS® LE CORBUSIER
CERAMIC TILES BY PORTOBELLO
(SOUTH AMERICA ONLY)
BUILDING ENVELOPE
LES COULEURS® LE CORBUSIER
WINDOWS-, DOORS- AND FACADE-SYSTEMS
BY HEROAL
LES COULEURS® LE CORBUSIER
MODULAR SYSTEM FURNITURE BY
DAUPHIN HUMANDESIGN® GROUP
LES COULEURS® LE CORBUSIER
CHAIR BY ANTEPRIMA CONCEPT

design by THIS WEBER
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New dimensions in architectural colour design – our certified Les Couleurs® Le Corbusier manufacturers produce the original Le Corbusier colours in an unequivocal level of quality.